Super Duper Music Looper™ software is a fun, easy way for students to learn the basics of music-making and recording. Kids don’t have to know how to read music or play an instrument to make their very own songs. Using the big buttons, simple tools, and musical building blocks called loops; anyone can create fun, catchy tunes in minutes.

Super Duper Musical Fun
- Create real songs using musical building blocks called loops
- Combine loops in endless ways for hundreds of hours of interactive creativity
- Plug in a microphone and let students sing or rap along with their songs

See How Easy Music-Making Can Be
- Big, simple buttons are easy for students to understand
- Basic paintbrush and eraser tools add and remove music from tracks
- Automatic pitch and tempo-matching help mistake-proof songs so they sound great

Hundreds of Sounds and Effects
- Choose from over 700 instrument and rhythm loops
- Create songs in popular genres such as dance, pop, Latin, and hip-hop
- Enhance songs with fun sound effects such as lasers, record scratches, and cartoon noises

Easy Music Sharing
- Click “E-mail Your Song” to send music to friends and family
- Create audio files to record to CD
- Export to WAV or WMA (Windows Media Audio)

Enhance Any Curriculum
- Helps students explore the fundamentals of music creation
- Builds valuable computer skills
- Encourages creative expression

*Recording requires a microphone and computer sound card.
**E-mail Your Song feature requires an Internet connection and an e-mail account.